
 

 

 

 

 

API Integration Between MRO Insider  
and Global Appearance Partners Completed 

 
MRO Insider users can now request vetted detailers through Global Appearance 

Michigan – July 13, 2022 – MRO Insider announced this week that the company has completed an 
integration with Global Appearance Partners, allowing MRO Insider users to request detailing services 
without leaving their MRO Insider dashboard. By integrating, users will have an expansive network of 
vetted detailing companies through Global Appearance Partners at over 350 airport locations.  

 
Andy Nixon, President of MRO Insider explains, “The integration with Global Appearance Partners 
seemed like the perfect fit for flight departments using our platform. Considering the number of our 
registered tail numbers who use Global Appearance Partners to manage the appearance of their aircraft, 
it seemed logical to build a portal allowing the user to seamlessly transition to managing their detailing 
through the MRO Insider app.” 

 
Jared Wolf, CEO of Global Appearance Partners, added, “We are really excited to partner with Andy and 
his team at MRO Insider. Their use of technology to solve problems for operators is one of the key 
reasons we wanted to partner with them. We believe that integrating our Atlas app and the full 
capabilities of Global Appearance Partners, helps to broaden the appeal of their platform. We look 
forward to both supporting their existing customers as well as helping to grow the network in the 
future.” 
 
MRO Insider users who do not have an Atlas account through Global Appearance Partners will be able to 
submit a request through the MRO Insider platform. Nixon adds, “Users who may be unfamiliar with the 
value Global Appearance has to offer will have access to the network and expertise that the company 
provides – yet another way we aim to improve efficiency and transparency while we raise the bar for 
business aviation services.”  

 
About Global Appearance Partners 
 
Global Appearance Partners is the premier fleet appearance management company. The only service of 
its kind, Global offers end-to-end management of the aircraft aesthetics process. Through easy booking, 

standardized pricing, a verified vendor network, and transparency, the team at Global works hard to be 
the one and only place customers need to turn to keep their aircraft looking pristine and passenger 
ready. Additionally, with the launch of their custom app Atlas, the industry's first application designed 
specifically for the management of aircraft cleanings, Global Appearance Partners have become the most 
comprehensive solution to aircraft aesthetics. 

 
About MRO Insider  
 
Founded in 2016, the MRO Insider app allows users to ‘ping’ service providers based on the current 
aircraft location, eliminating the redundant phone call and email process. The platform currently has 
over 2,500 registered tail numbers and over 400 provider locations. For more information, contact Andy 
Nixon at andy@mroinsider.com.       
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